Jump-Start January
Vision Boarding with Canva
Facilitators:
Lauren
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What even is vision
boarding?
A vision board is a "visual representation of your
goals", where you use a variety of images of your
choosing to put together a poster-sized visual of
your desired accomplishments, dreams, or wishes.
If you've done a 'mood board' before, it's kind of like
that - except a mood board is more for
aesthetics/design purposes, while a vision board is
more about capturing your life direction.
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WHY vision boarding?
Reported beneﬁts of vision boarding include:
●

●

Getting more clarity about what you

●

Manifestation

want your future to look like

●

Personal empowerment (can

Using mental practices to "increase

include words to help with

motivation, conﬁdence, and even

this!)

motor performance"

●

Visualisation without outside

●

Tracking your progress on goals

●

Keeping your goals on top of your mind

●

Meditative process

●

Deﬁnes and maintains focus on your

●

Inspiring and mood-boosting

objectives

●

And more!

distractions
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How do I vision board?
(Note: there is no one correct way to vision board! These are just some suggestions :)

1.

Reﬂect and review: Think about things that are important to you in the moment. Try
and reﬂect on what you've accomplished, what you're proud of, and areas you may want
to focus more on.

2.

Set goals and priorities: Consider what goals you have for the coming year(s). What do
you want to prioritise? What do you want to see happen?

3.

Find pictures and words for your board.

4.

Think about the structure you want for your board (dividing into areas, etc.)

5.

Put it together!

6.

Find a way to display it where you will see it often (i.e. computer background, desk wall)
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How do I vision board?
1. Reﬂect and review
A status check can help you to better understand where you
are now, what’s working for you at the moment, and what
you’d still like to get done. This helps set the stage for the
rest of your vision board.
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Reflect and Review
Starting a list on a piece of paper or in your notes app, jot
down some of the following:
●

What is important to you in the moment?

●

What have you accomplished recently (in the

If you’re
comfortable,
drop some of

past year or so)?

the ideas you

●

What are you proud of?

come up with

●

What areas do you still want to work on?

in the chat (or

●

What have you learned?

●

What are you grateful for?

share
verbally!)
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How do I vision board?
2. Set goals and prioritise
Keeping the reﬂections you just made in mind, think about
what your goals are for the upcoming year. (Keep in mind it
can help to have timelines for your goals!)
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Set goals and prioritise
On the same piece of paper/note that you put your status
check on, add the following:
●

What do you want to see happen?

●

What are your wishes/goals/dreams?

●

What do you want to accomplish?

●

How do you want to feel?

●

What mindset do you want to have?

●

What do you want to have?

●

After writing all these down: what are your
priorities?

If you’re
comfortable, drop
some of the ideas
you come up with
in the chat (or
share verbally!)
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How do I vision board?
3. Find pictures and words for your board.
Reﬂecting on everything you’ve just put together, it’s time to
ﬁnd some pictures that go along!
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Finding Images
Check out the following sites for some picture ideas:
●

Unsplash: https://unsplash.com/

●

Burst by Shopify: https://burst.shopify.com/

●

Pexels: https://ww.pexels.com

●

Canva Photos:
https://www.canva.com/photos/free/

●

Pinterest: https://www.pinterest.com/

Send your

favorite im

age you ﬁn
d
t (or one y
ou think
others ma
y like!

in the cha

Tip: think about adding pictures as a way to specify and envision your goals coming into life.
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How do I vision board?
4. Think about the structure you want for your board.
You’re not at all required to have a certain ‘structure’ to your
board, but it can deﬁnitely help put your ideas together about
what you want/what you’re looking for.
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Personal happiness/fulﬁllment

Experiences

Accomplishment-based
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How do I vision board?
5/6. Put it together and put it on display!
After everything you’ve done, it’s time to put it all together!
When you’re ﬁnished, make sure to put it somewhere that
you’ll see it often so that you can always keep your goals in
mind and check in on them (i.e. desktop background, wall
above your desk, etc).
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Extra Tips!
To get a clearer image:

Theme ideas:
Finances
Relationships
Personal happiness
Spiritual
Career
Health
Social life

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●

Education
Self-reﬂect/time to
self
More generally:
feelings, dreams,
priorities...see what
clicks!

Make sure to use the Desktop Wallpaper
template (blank or one of the ones
offered by Canva) for better resolution!

Remember:
●
●
●

Yearly benchmarks can be your friend
Feel free to continue updating it over time
Focus on what you want to feel (rather than just
what you want)
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Now it's your turn!
Feel free to update us on how you're going throughout, or
participate in general discussion!
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